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War on Peace - Ronan Farrow 2018-04-24
A book for anyone interested to know more
about how the world really works by Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist Ronan Farrow. 'This is
one of the most important books of our time.'
Walter Isaacson 'A masterpiece' Dan Simpson,
Post-Gazette THE NEW YORK TIMES #3
BESTSELLER US foreign policy is undergoing a
dire transformation, forever changing America's
place in the world. Institutions of diplomacy and
development are bleeding out after deep budget
cuts; the diplomats who make America's deals
and protect democratic interests around the
world are walking out in droves. Offices across
the State Department sit empty, while abroad
the military-industrial complex has assumed the
work once undertaken by peacemakers.
Increasingly, America is a nation that shoots
first and asks questions later. In an astonishing
journey from the corridors of power in
Washington, DC, to some of the most remote and
dangerous places on earth - Afghanistan,
Somalia, and North Korea among them
acclaimed investigative journalist Ronan Farrow
illuminates one of the most consequential and
poorly understood changes in American history.
His first-hand experience as a former State
Department official affords a personal look at
some of the last standard bearers of traditional
statecraft, including Richard Holbrooke, who
made peace in Bosnia and died while trying to
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do so in Afghanistan. Drawing on newly
unearthed documents, and richly informed by
rare interviews with warlords, whistle-blowers,
and policymakers - including every living
secretary of state from Henry Kissinger to
Hillary Clinton to Rex Tillerson - War on Peace
makes a powerful case for an endangered
profession. Diplomacy, Farrow argues, has
declined after decades of political cowardice,
short-sightedness, and outright malice - but it
may just offer a way out of a world at war.
Peace - Antony Adolf 2013-05-08
How peace has been made and maintained,
experienced and imagined is not only a matter of
historical interest, but also of pressing concern.
Peace: A World History is the first study to
explore the full spectrum of peace and
peacemaking from prehistoric to contemporary
times in a single volume aimed at improving
their prospects. By focusing on key periods,
events, people, ideas and texts, Antony Adolf
shows how the inspiring possibilities and
pragmatic limits of peace and peacemaking were
shaped by their cultural contexts and, in turn,
shaped local and global histories. Diplomatic,
pacifist, legal, transformative non-violent and
anti-war movements are just a few prominent
examples. Proposed and performed in socioeconomic, political, religious, philosophical and
other ways, Adolf's presentation of the diversity
of peace and peacemaking challenges the
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notions that peace is solely the absence of war,
that this negation is the only task of
peacemakers, and that history is exclusively
written by military victors. “Without the victories
of peacemakers and the resourcefulness of the
peaceful,” he contends, “there would be no
history to write.” This book is essential reading
for students, scholars, policy-shapers, activists
and general readers involved with how present
forms of peace and peacemaking have been
influenced by those of the past, and how future
forms can benefit by taking these into account.
Peace and War - Kalevi J. Holsti 1991-04-26
Professor Holsti examines the origins of war and
the foundations of peace of the last 350 years.
A Political History of the World - Jonathan
Holslag 2018-10-25
A three-thousand year history of the world that
examines the causes of war and the search for
peace In three thousand years of history, China
has spent at least eleven centuries at war. The
Roman Empire was in conflict during at least 50
per cent of its lifetime. Since 1776, the United
States has spent over one hundred years at war.
The dream of peace has been universal in the
history of humanity. So why have we so rarely
been able to achieve it? In A Political History of
the World, Jonathan Holslag has produced a
sweeping history of the world, from the Iron Age
to the present, that investigates the causes of
conflict between empires, nations and peoples
and the attempts at diplomacy and
cosmopolitanism. A birds-eye view of three
thousand years of history, the book illuminates
the forces shaping world politics from Ancient
Egypt to the Han Dynasty, the Pax Romana to
the rise of Islam, the Peace of Westphalia to the
creation of the United Nations. This truly global
approach enables Holslag to search for patterns
across different eras and regions, and explore
larger questions about war, diplomacy, and
power. Has trade fostered peace? What are the
limits of diplomacy? How does environmental
change affect stability? Is war a universal sin of
power? At a time when the threat of nuclear war
looms again, this is a much-needed history
intended for students of international politics,
and anyone looking for a background on current
events.
In Peace and War - Kenneth J. Hagan 1984
Essays discuss the development of the United
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States Navy and examine the role of the Navy in
the country's defense
War for Peace - Murad Idris 2018-11-01
Peace is a universal ideal, but its political life is
a great paradox: "peace" is the opposite of war,
but it also enables war. If peace is the
elimination of war, then what does it mean to
wage war for the sake of peace? What does
peace mean when some say that they are
committed to it but that their enemies do not
value it? Why is it that associating peace with
other ideals, like justice, friendship, security,
and law, does little to distance peace from war?
Although political theory has dealt extensively
with most major concepts that today define "the
political" it has paid relatively scant critical
attention to peace, the very concept that is often
said to be the major aim and ideal of humanity.
In War for Peace, Murad Idris looks at the ways
that peace has been treated across the writings
of ten thinkers from ancient and modern political
thought, from Plato to Immanuel Kant and
Sayyid Qutb, to produce an original and striking
account of what peace means and how it works.
Idris argues that peace is parasitical in that the
addition of other ideals into peace, such as law,
security, and friendship, reduces it to consensus
and actually facilitates war; it is provincial in
that its universalized content reflects
particularistic desires and fears, constructions of
difference, and hierarchies within humanity; and
it is polemical, in that its idealization is not only
the product of antagonisms, but also enables
hostility. War for Peace uncovers the basis of
peace's moralities and the political functions of
its idealizations, historically and into the
present. This bold and ambitious book confronts
readers with the impurity of peace as an ideal,
and the pressing need to think beyond universal
peace.
Peace as War - Dražen Pehar 2019-04-10
The book is about the peace implementation
process in Bosnia-Herzegovina viewed, or
interpreted reasonably, as a continuation of war
by other means. Twenty years after the
beginning of the Dayton peace accords, we need
to summarize the results: the author shares the
general agreement in public opinion, according
to which the process is a failure. Pehar presents
a broad, yet sufficiently detailed, view of the
entire peace agreement implementation that
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preserves 'the state of war,' and thus encourages
the war-prone attitudes in the parties to the
agreement. He examines the political and
narratological underpinnings to the process of
the imposed international (predominantly USA)
interpretation of the Dayton constitution and
peace treaty as a whole. The key issue is the –
perhaps only semi-consciously applied – divide
ut imperes strategy. After nearly twenty years,
the peace in document was not translated into a
peace on the ground because, with regard to the
key political and constitutional issues and
attitudes, Bosnia remains a deeply divided
society. The book concludes that the
international supervision served a counterpurpose: instead of correcting the aberration
and guarding the meaning that was originally
accepted in the Dayton peace treaty, the
supervision approved the aberration and
imposed it as a new norm under the clout of 'the
power of ultimate interpretation.'
The Long Peace - John Lewis Gaddis 1987
In this fascinating new interpretation of Cold
War history, John Lewis Gaddis focuses on how
the United States and the Soviet Union have
managed to get through more than four decades
of Cold War confrontation without going to war
with one another. Using recently-declassified
American and British documents, Gaddis argues
that the postwar international system has
contained previously unsuspected elements of
stability. This provocative reassessment of
contemporary history--particularly as it relates
to the current status ofSoviet-American
relations--will certainly generate discussion,
controversy, and important new perspectives on
both past and present aspects of the age in
which we live.
War Against War - Michael Kazin 2017-01-03
A dramatic account of the Americans who tried
to stop their nation from fighting in the First
World War—and came close to succeeding. In
this “fascinating” (Los Angeles Times) narrative,
Michael Kazin brings us into the ranks of one of
the largest, most diverse, and most sophisticated
peace coalitions in US history. The activists
came from a variety of backgrounds: wealthy,
middle, and working class; urban and rural;
white and black; Christian and Jewish and
atheist. They mounted street demonstrations
and popular exhibitions, attracted prominent
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leaders from the labor and suffrage movements,
ran peace candidates for local and federal office,
met with President Woodrow Wilson to make
their case, and founded new organizations that
endured beyond the cause. For almost three
years, they helped prevent Congress from
authorizing a massive increase in the size of the
US army—a step advocated by ex-president
Theodore Roosevelt. When the Great War’s
bitter legacy led to the next world war, the
warnings of these peace activists turned into a
tragic prophecy—and the beginning of a
surveillance state that still endures today.
Peopled with unforgettable characters and
written with riveting moral urgency, War
Against War is a “fine, sorrowful history” (The
New York Times) and “a timely reminder of how
easily the will of the majority can be thwarted in
even the mightiest of democracies” (The New
York Times Book Review).
In Peace and War - Kenneth J. Hagan 2008
The 30th anniversary edition of a classic,
authoritative title on the entire history of the
U.S. Navy
War: How Conflict Shaped Us - Margaret
MacMillan 2020-10-06
Is peace an aberration? The bestselling author of
Paris 1919 offers a provocative view of war as an
essential component of humanity. NAMED ONE
OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND
THE EAST HAMPTON STAR “Margaret
MacMillan has produced another seminal work. .
. . She is right that we must, more than ever,
think about war. And she has shown us how in
this brilliant, elegantly written book.”—H.R.
McMaster, author of Dereliction of Duty and
Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free
World The instinct to fight may be innate in
human nature, but war—organized
violence—comes with organized society. War has
shaped humanity’s history, its social and
political institutions, its values and ideas. Our
very language, our public spaces, our private
memories, and some of our greatest cultural
treasures reflect the glory and the misery of war.
War is an uncomfortable and challenging subject
not least because it brings out both the vilest
and the noblest aspects of humanity. Margaret
MacMillan looks at the ways in which war has
influenced human society and how, in turn,
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changes in political organization, technology, or
ideologies have affected how and why we fight.
War: How Conflict Shaped Us explores such
much-debated and controversial questions as:
When did war first start? Does human nature
doom us to fight one another? Why has war been
described as the most organized of all human
activities? Why are warriors almost always men?
Is war ever within our control? Drawing on
lessons from wars throughout the past, from
classical history to the present day, MacMillan
reveals the many faces of war—the way it has
determined our past, our future, our views of the
world, and our very conception of ourselves.
War in Peace - Robert Gerwarth 2013-10-03
Explains why, in many parts of Europe, the end
of the Great War brought not peace but
continued conflict. Contributes to an
understanding of the difficult transition from
war to peace and shows how paramilitary
violence helped legitimize both fascism and
communism, and also many of the new nationstates that emerged from the Great War.
What Every Person Should Know About War Chris Hedges 2007-11-01
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author
Chris Hedges offers a critical -- and fascinating -lesson in the dangerous realities of our age: a
stark look at the effects of war on combatants.
Utterly lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this manual
relies instead on bare fact, frank description,
and a spare question-and-answer format. Hedges
allows U.S. military documentation of the
brutalizing physical and psychological
consequences of combat to speak for itself.
Hedges poses dozens of questions that young
soldiers might ask about combat, and then
answers them by quoting from medical and
psychological studies. • What are my chances of
being wounded or killed if we go to war? • What
does it feel like to get shot? • What do artillery
shells do to you? • What is the most painful way
to get wounded? • Will I be afraid? • What could
happen to me in a nuclear attack? • What does it
feel like to kill someone? • Can I withstand
torture? • What are the long-term consequences
of combat stress? • What will happen to my body
after I die? This profound and devastating
portrayal of the horrors to which we subject our
armed forces stands as a ringing indictment of
the glorification of war and the concealment of
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its barbarity.
The Glorious Art of Peace - John Gittings
2012-02-23
A ground-breaking history of the arts of peace,
from Confucius and Ancient Greece through to
the 21st century, opening an alternative window
on history to show the strength of the case for
peace which has been argued from ancient times
onwards.
The Causes of War and the Spread of Peace
- Azar Gat 2017
The causes of war - why people fight - is one of
the big questions of human existence. Azar Gat's
book, ranging from the beginning of prehistory
to the 21st century, offers a definitive answer to
the lingering mystery.
War and Peace and War - Peter Turchin 2007
Argues that the key to the formation of an
empire lies in a society's capacity for collective
action, resulting from people banding together
to confront a common enemy, and describing
how the growth of empires leads to a growing
dichotomy between rich and poor, increasing
conflict instead of cooperation, and inevitable
dissolution. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
A Savage War of Peace - Alistair Horne
2012-08-09
Thoroughly sharp and honest treatment of a
brutal conflict.The Algerian War (1954-1962)
was a savage colonial war, killing an estimated
one million Muslim Algerians and expelling the
same number of European settlers from their
homes. It was to cause the fall of six French
prime minsters and the collapse of the Fourth
Repbulic. It came close to bringing down de
Gaulle and - twice - to plunging France into civil
war.The story told here contains heroism and
tragedy, and poses issues of enduring relevance
beyond the confines of either geography or time.
Horne writes with the extreme intelligence and
perspicacity that are his trademarks.
1917 - David Stevenson 2017-10-06
1917 was a year of calamitous events, and one of
pivotal importance in the development of the
First World War. In 1917: War, Peace, and
Revolution, leading historian of World War One,
David Stevenson, examines this crucial year in
context and illuminates the century that
followed. He shows how in this one year the war
was transformed, but also what drove the
conflict onwards and how it continued to
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escalate. Two developments in particular—the
Russian Revolution and American
intervention—had worldwide repercussions.
Offering a close examination of the key
decisions, Stevenson considers Germany's
campaign of 'unrestricted' submarine warfare,
America's declaration of war in response, and
Britain's frustration of German strategy by
adopting the convoy system, as well as why
(paradoxically) the military and political
stalemate in Europe persisted. Focusing on the
abdication of Tsar Nicholas II, on the disastrous
spring offensive that plunged the French army
into mutiny, on the summer attacks that
undermined the moderate Provisional
Government in Russia and exposed Italy to
national humiliation at Caporetto, and on the
British decision for the ill-fated Third Battle of
Ypres (Passchendaele), 1917 offers a truly
international understanding of events. The failed
attempts to end the war by negotiation further
clarify the underlying forces that kept it going.
David Stevenson also analyses the global
consequences of the year's developments,
showing how countries such as Brazil and China
joined the belligerents, Britain offered
'responsible government' to India, and the Allies
promised a Jewish national home in Palestine.
Blending political and military history, and
moving from capital to capital and between the
cabinet chamber and the battle front, the book
highlights the often tumultuous debates through
which leaders entered and escalated the war,
and the paradox that continued fighting could be
justified as the shortest road towards regaining
peace.
The War That Ended Peace - Margaret
MacMillan 2013-10-29
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review •
The Economist • The Christian Science Monitor
• Bloomberg Businessweek • The Globe and
Mail From the bestselling and award-winning
author of Paris 1919 comes a masterpiece of
narrative nonfiction, a fascinating portrait of
Europe from 1900 up to the outbreak of World
War I. The century since the end of the
Napoleonic wars had been the most peaceful era
Europe had known since the fall of the Roman
Empire. In the first years of the twentieth
century, Europe believed it was marching to a
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golden, happy, and prosperous future. But
instead, complex personalities and rivalries,
colonialism and ethnic nationalisms, and shifting
alliances helped to bring about the failure of the
long peace and the outbreak of a war that
transformed Europe and the world. The War
That Ended Peace brings vividly to life the
military leaders, politicians, diplomats, bankers,
and the extended, interrelated family of crowned
heads across Europe who failed to stop the
descent into war: in Germany, the mercurial
Kaiser Wilhelm II and the chief of the German
general staff, Von Moltke the Younger; in
Austria-Hungary, Emperor Franz Joseph, a man
who tried, through sheer hard work, to stave off
the coming chaos in his empire; in Russia, Tsar
Nicholas II and his wife; in Britain, King Edward
VII, Prime Minister Herbert Asquith, and British
admiral Jacky Fisher, the fierce advocate of
naval reform who entered into the arms race
with Germany that pushed the continent toward
confrontation on land and sea. There are the
would-be peacemakers as well, among them
prophets of the horrors of future wars whose
warnings went unheeded: Alfred Nobel, who
donated his fortune to the cause of international
understanding, and Bertha von Suttner, a writer
and activist who was the first woman awarded
Nobel’s new Peace Prize. Here too we meet the
urbane and cosmopolitan Count Harry Kessler,
who noticed many of the early signs that
something was stirring in Europe; the young
Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the
Admiralty and a rising figure in British politics;
Madame Caillaux, who shot a man who might
have been a force for peace; and more. With
indelible portraits, MacMillan shows how the
fateful decisions of a few powerful people
changed the course of history. Taut, suspenseful,
and impossible to put down, The War That
Ended Peace is also a wise cautionary reminder
of how wars happen in spite of the nearuniversal desire to keep the peace. Destined to
become a classic in the tradition of Barbara
Tuchman’s The Guns of August, The War That
Ended Peace enriches our understanding of one
of the defining periods and events of the
twentieth century. Praise for The War That
Ended Peace “Magnificent . . . The War That
Ended Peace will certainly rank among the best
books of the centennial crop.”—The Economist
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“Superb.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Masterly . . . marvelous . . . Those looking to
understand why World War I happened will have
a hard time finding a better place to start.”—The
Christian Science Monitor “The debate over the
war’s origins has raged for years. Ms.
MacMillan’s explanation goes straight to the
heart of political fallibility. . . . Elegantly written,
with wonderful character sketches of the key
players, this is a book to be treasured.”—The
Wall Street Journal “A magisterial 600-page
panorama.”—Christopher Clark, London Review
of Books
Intelligence Power in Peace and War Michael Herman 1996-10-13
Intelligence services form an important but
controversial part of the modern state. Drawing
mainly on British and American examples, this
book provides an analytic framework for
understanding the 'intelligence community' and
assessing its value. The author, a former senior
British intelligence officer, describes intelligence
activities, the purposes which the system serves,
and the causes and effects of its secrecy. He
considers 'intelligence failure' and how
organisation and management can improve the
chances of success. Using parallels with the
information society and the current search for
efficiency in public administration as a whole,
the book explores the issues involved in deciding
how much intelligence is needed and discusses
the kinds of management necessary. In his
conclusions Michael Herman discusses
intelligence's national value in the post-Cold War
world. He also argues that it has important
contributions to make to international security,
but that its threat-inducing activities should be
kept in check.
Hanoi's War - Lien-Hang T. Nguyen 2012-07-15
While most historians of the Vietnam War focus
on the origins of U.S. involvement and the
Americanization of the conflict, Lien-Hang T.
Nguyen examines the international context in
which North Vietnamese leaders pursued the
war and American intervention ended. This
riveting narrative takes the reader from the
marshy swamps of the Mekong Delta to the
bomb-saturated Red River Delta, from the
corridors of power in Hanoi and Saigon to the
Nixon White House, and from the peace
negotiations in Paris to high-level meetings in
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Beijing and Moscow, all to reveal that peace
never had a chance in Vietnam. Hanoi's War
renders transparent the internal workings of
America's most elusive enemy during the Cold
War and shows that the war fought during the
peace negotiations was bloodier and much more
wide ranging than it had been previously. Using
never-before-seen archival materials from the
Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as
materials from other archives around the world,
Nguyen explores the politics of war-making and
peace-making not only from the North
Vietnamese perspective but also from that of
South Vietnam, the Soviet Union, China, and the
United States, presenting a uniquely
international portrait.
The Shield of Achilles - Philip Bobbitt 2011-07-06
"We are at a moment in world affairs when the
essential ideas that govern statecraft must
change. For five centuries it has taken the
resources of a state to destroy another state . . .
This is no longer true, owing to advances in
international telecommunications, rapid
computation, and weapons of mass destruction.
The change in statecraft that will accompany
these developments will be as profound as any
that the State has thus far undergone." —from
the Prologue The Shield of Achilles is a classic
inquiry into the nature of the State, its origin in
war, and its drive for peace and legitimacy.
Philip Bobbitt, a professor of constitutional law
and a historian of nuclear strategy, has served in
the White House, the Senate, the State
Department, and the National Security Council
in both Democratic and Republican
administrations, and here he brings his
formidable experience and analytical gifts to
bear on our changing world. Many have
observed that the nation-state is dying, yet
others have noted that the power of the State
has never been greater. Bobbitt reconciles this
paradox and introduces the idea of the marketstate, which is already replacing its predecessor.
Along the way he treats such themes as the Long
War (which began in 1914 and ended in 1990).
He explains the relation of violence to
legitimacy, and the role of key individuals in
fates that are partially—but only
partially—determined. This book anticipates the
coalitional war against terrorism and lays out
alternative futures for the world. Bobbitt shows
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how nations might avoid the great power
confrontations that have a potential for limitless
destruction, and he traces the origin and
evolution of the State to such wars and the
peace conferences that forged their outcomes
into law, from Augsburg to Westphalia to
Utrecht to Vienna to Versailles. The author
paints a powerful portrait of the ever-changing
interrelatedness of our world, and he uses his
expertise in law and strategy to discern the
paths that statehood will follow in the coming
years and decades. Timely and perceptive, The
Shield of Achilles will change the way we think
about the world.
Choosing War - Fredrik Logevall 2001-02-09
This text examines the great unanswered
question on the Vietnam War: could the tragedy
have been averted? It challenges prevailing myth
that the outbreak of large-scale fighting in 1965
was unavoidable and argues that the war was
unnecessary.
A Life in Peace and War - Brian Urquhart 1991
The author depicts his life and his experiences
as the Under Secretary-General of the United
Nations
Peace and War - Raymond Aron 2017-09-29
Peace and War by Raymond Aron is one of the
greatest books ever written on international
relations. Aron's starting point is the state of
nature that exists between nations, a condition
that differs essentially from the civil state that
holds within political communities. Ever keeping
this brute fact about the life of nations in mind
and ranging widely over political history and
many disciplines, Aron develops the essential
analytical tools to enable us to think clearly
about the stakes and possibilities of
international relations. In his first section,
"Theory," Aron shows that, while international
relations can be mapped, and probabilities
discerned, no closed, global "science" of
international relations is anything more than a
mirage. In the second part, "Sociology," Aron
studies the many ways various subpolitical
forces influence foreign policy. He emphasizes
that no rigorous determinism is at work:
politics—and thus the need for prudent
statesmanship—are inescapable in international
relations. In part three, "History," Aron offers a
magisterial survey of the twentieth century. He
looks at key developments that have had an
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impact on foreign policy and the emergence of
what he calls "universal history," which brings
far-flung peoples into regular contact for the
first time. In a final section, "Praxeology," Aron
articulates a normative theory of international
relations that rejects both the bleak vision of the
Machiavellians, who hold that any means are
legitimate, and the naivete of the idealists, who
think foreign policy can be overcome. This new
edition of Peace and War includes an informative
introduction by Daniel J. Mahoney and Brian C.
Anderson, situating Aron's thought in a new
post-Cold War context, and evaluating his
contribution to the study of politics and
international relations.
Peace and War - Nigel Jones 2013-12-16
1914 dawned with Britain at peace, albeit
troubled by faultlines within and threats without:
Ireland trembled on the brink of civil war;
suffragette agitation was assuming an ever more
violent hue; and suspicions of Germany's
ambitions bred a paranoia that was expressed in
a rash of 'invasion scare' literature. Then when
shots rang out in Sara-jevo on 28 June, they set
in train a tumble of diplomatic dominos that led
to Britain declaring war on Germany. Nigel
Jones depicts every facet of a year that changed
Britain for ever. From gun-running in Ulster to
an attack by suffragettes on a Velasquez
painting in the National Gallery; from the launch
of HMHS Britannic to cricketer J.T. Hearne's
3000th first-class wicket; from the opening of
London's first nightclub to the embarking for
Belgium of the BEF, he traces the events of a
momentous year from its benign domestic
beginnings to its descent into the nightmare of
European war. Please note: This ebook is handcrafted. Well not quite, but it is certainly a cut
above the rest; great care has been taken to
make sure it is both beautiful and highly
functional.
War, Peace and World Orders in European
History - Anja V. Hartmann 2002-11
This book explores a new way for students of
International Relations to look at war, peace and
world orders throughout European history. The
contributors argue that the predominant 'realist'
paradigm that focuses on states and their selfinterest is not applicable to the largest period of
European history, because states either did not
exist or were only in the making. Instead, they
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argue, we have to look through the eyes of
historical entities to see how they understood
the world in which they lived, The authors use a
wide range of case-studies, focusing on subjects
as diverse as the ancient Greek concept of
honour and persecution under Communist
regimes during the Cold War to explore the ways
in which people in different societies at different
times perceived and felt about war and peace in
the world around them.
The Great War for Peace - William Mulligan
2014-05-27
Offers an assessment of the first two decades of
the twentieth century, and especially the First
World War, that argues that these years played
an essential part in the creation of a peaceful
global order.
More Precious Than Peace - Justus D.
Doenecke 2022-03
Justus Doenecke's monumental study covers
diplomatic, military, and ideological aspects of
U.S. involvement as a full-scale participant in
World War I. The entry of America into the "war
to end all wars" in April 1917 marks one of the
major turning points in the nation's history. In
the span of just nineteen months, the United
States sent nearly two million troops overseas,
established a robust propaganda apparatus, and
created an unparalleled war machine that played
a major role in securing Allied victory in the Fall
of 1918. At the helm of the nation, Woodrow
Wilson and his administration battled against
political dissidence, domestic and international
controversies, and their own lack of experience
leading a massive war effort. In More Precious
than Peace, the long-awaited successor to his
critically acclaimed work Nothing Less Than
War, Justus Doenecke examines the entirety of
the American experience as a full-scale
belligerent in World War I. This book covers
American combat on the western front, the
conscription controversy, and scandals in
military training and production. Doenecke
explores the Wilson administration's quest for
national unity, the Creel Committee, and
"patriotic" crusades. Weaving together these
topics and many others, including the U.S.
reaction to the Russian revolutions, Doenecke
creates a lively and comprehensive narrative.
Based on impressive research, this balanced
appraisal challenges historiographical
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controversies and will be of great use to
students, scholars, and any reader interested in
the history of World War I.
War and Peace in Contemporary India Rudra Chaudhuri 2021-11-30
War and Peace in Contemporary India examines
the importance of institutions and the role
played by international actors in crucial episodes
of India’s strategic history. The contributions
trace India’s tryst with war and peace from
immediately before the foundation of the
contemporary Indian state, to the last military
conflict between India and Pakistan in 1999. The
focus of the chapters included in this edited
volume is as much on India as it is on Pakistan
and China, its opponents in war. The chapters
offer a fresh take on the creation of India as a
regional military power, and her approach to
War and Peace in the post-independence period.
Importantly, it advances the broader work on
Indian strategic history during the Cold War and
after, an otherwise under-studied intellectual
landscape. The book offers fresh insights based
on archival work, as well as a closer conceptual
reading of Indian, British and American decision
making at times of war and peace in
contemporary India. This book will be of great
interest to scholars, researchers and students
interested in strategic studies, diplomatic and
military history, international diplomacy, as well
as Indian history and politics. The chapters in
this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Strategic Studies.
War and Peace in Modern India - S.
Raghavan 2016-04-30
A study of Indian foreign policy under Jawaharlal
Nehru, concentrating on the fundamental
questions of war and peace. Looks at Nehru's
handling of the disputes over the fate of
Junagadh, Hyderabad and Kashmir in 1947-48;
the refugee crisis in East and West Bengal in
1950; the Kashmir crisis in 1951; and the
boundary dispute with China 1949-62.
Atoms for Peace and War, 1953-1961 Richard G. Hewlett 2021-05-28
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived
program, which commemorates University of
California Press’s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them
voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist
dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high8/10
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quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible
once again using print-on-demand technology.
This title was originally published in 1989.
Studies in War and Peace - Michael Howard
1970
British scholar of military history reviews
combat operations and strategy of the past and
present, reflecting on issues of peace and war in
the modern nuclear age.
Cyberspace in Peace and War, Second Edition Martin C. Libicki 2021-09-15
This updated and expanded edition of
Cyberspace in Peace and War by Martin C.
Libicki presents a comprehensive understanding
of cybersecurity, cyberwar, and cyber-terrorism.
From basic concepts to advanced principles,
Libicki examines the sources and consequences
of system compromises, addresses strategic
aspects of cyberwar, and defines cybersecurity
in the context of military operations while
highlighting unique aspects of the digital
battleground and strategic uses of cyberwar.
This new edition provides updated analysis on
cyberespionage, including the enigmatic
behavior of Russian actors, making this volume a
timely and necessary addition to the cyberpractitioner's library. Cyberspace in Peace and
War guides readers through the complexities of
cybersecurity and cyberwar and challenges them
to understand the topics in new ways. Libicki
provides the technical and geopolitical
foundations of cyberwar necessary to
understand the policies, operations, and
strategies required for safeguarding an
increasingly online infrastructure.
Naval Blockades in Peace and War - Lance E.
Davis 2006-12-04
A number of major blockades, including the
Continental System in the Napoleonic Wars, the
War of 1812, the American Civil War, and World
Wars I and II, in addition to the increased use of
peacetime blockades and sanctions with the
hope of avoiding war, are examined in this book.
The impact of new technology and
organizational changes on the nature of
blockades and their effectiveness as military
measures are discussed. Legal, economic, and
political questions are explored to understand
the various constraints upon belligerent
behavior. The analysis draw upon the extensive
amount of quantitative material available from
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military publications.
An Historian in Peace and War - T.G. Otte
2016-04-15
The First World War and subsequent peace
settlement shaped the course of the twentieth
century, and the profound significance of these
events were not lost on Harold Temperley,
whose diaries are presented here. An
established scholar, and later one of Britain’s
foremost modern and diplomatic historians,
Temperley enlisted in the army at the outbreak
of the war in August 1914. Invalided home from
the Dardanelles campaign in 1915, he spent the
remainder of the war and its aftermath as a
general staff officer in military intelligence. Here
he played a significant role in preparing British
strategy for the eventual peace conference and
in finalising several post-war boundaries in
Eastern Europe. Later, in the 1920s and 1930s,
Temperley was to co-edit the British diplomatic
documents on the origins of the war; and the
vicissitudes of modern Great Power politics were
to be his principal preoccupation. Beginning in
June 1916, the diary presents a more or less
daily record of Temperley’s activities and
observations throughout the war and subsequent
peace negotiations. As a professional historian
he appreciated the significance of eyewitness
accounts, and if Temperley was not at the very
heart of Allied decision-making during those
years, he certainly had a ringside seat. Trained
to observe accurately, he recorded the concerns
and confusions of wartime, conscious always of
the historical significance of what he observed.
As a result there are few sources that match
Temperley’s diary, which presents a fascinating
and unique perspective upon the politics and
diplomacy of the First World War and its
aftermath.
From War to Peace - Kent D. Shifferd
2014-01-10
The world's first peace organizations emerged in
the 19th century and since that time, anti-war
activism has progressed rapidly. This
illuminating book presents a realistic analysis of
the extent to which the war system has
infiltrated all aspects of Western culture and
how it works to perpetuate war rather than
promote peace. Additionally, the text describes
the historically recent and still evolving parallel
system of peace institutions. The values and
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ideas that have grown out of peace activism
offer a very real opportunity to outlaw war in the
coming century just as slavery was abolished in
the 19th century. Instructors considering this
book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
From Peace to War - Germany.
Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt 1997
"The German attack on the Soviet Union in June
1941 represents one of the major caesuras in
European history. Its consequences can still be
felt fifty years later. Thirty five historians form
nine different countries (including the former
Soviet Union) offer a comprehensive survey of
the origins, course, and long-term impact of this
event. This book is not merely concerned with
political and military history, but also with the
experiences of ordinary soldiers and civilians."-Publisher's description.
War, Peace, and All that Jazz - Joy Hakim
2002-09
Chronicles the history of the United States from
the end of World War I through the Great
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Depression, to the end of World War II.
How Christians Made Peace with War - John
Driver 2007-03-16
How should Christians regard the use of military
force? Should they become involved in fighting
for their country? Can they not find a better way
to settle differences? The author, a biblical
scholar, writer, and missionary in Uruguay and
Spain, turns to the history of the early church for
answers. He notes that the early Christians
opposed warfare and military service because of
the teachings of Jesus. Jesus taught love for
enemies and persecutors. This led the early
believers to resist the evils and injustices of their
time with nonviolent love and forgiveness. The
author then shows how Christians eventually
became involved in military life. However,
Òbetween [A.D.] 100 and 312 no Christian
writers, to our knowledge, approved of Christian
participation in warfare. In fact, all those who
wrote on the subject disapproved of the practice.
You will discover that John Driver writes in
clear, concise terms and that he offers food for
thought and action.
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